THE KINGMAKER
Red, green, blue and purple stars with white gleaming strobes
fire back and forth across the sky. Then the King sends his
FULL arsenal into the sky with rapidly firing chrysanthemums
with colorful stars with strobes above blinding crackle and
angled crackling comets.

KATANA
Alternating rows of glittering emerald green and gold to blue
mines followed by grand golden coco’s with bright blood red
and emerald green tips concluding with a spectacular 3 shot
multi colored finale.

KINGPIN
Coming soon…

KNIGHTMARE
Earth pounding with perfectly symmetrical breaks of red, green
and blue tipped coconuts. Finishing with an enormous 3 shot
finale.

THE IRON THRONE
Rapidly paced crackling rain mines
white strobes. V angled sparkling
silver strobes. Crackling tails to
peonies. Triple sparkling tails to
stars. Strobing tails to crackling
strobe.

to red and blue dahlia with
tails to gold willows with
crackling willows and green
crackling willows with blue
willows with green and gold

THE PYRO LEAGUE – AQUA BOMB
Elaborate golden willows with bright gold, white, red and
green strobes and blazing blue stars. Colored mines to gold
willow and multi colored stars.

THE PYRO LEAGUE – SUPER BOOM
Radiant flashing white strobes with sky blue, pink, purple,
white and green stars. Blue and purple coconuts with red and
white strobes. Silver chrysanthemum mines to multi colored
coconuts.

THE PYRO LEAGUE – DARK NIGHT
Brocade crown with flashing white strobes with red and blue
stars. Brocade crown with red and white strobes, purple stars
with green strobes and silver chrysanthemum.

THE PYRO LEAGUE – FLASH POINT
Huge brocade crowns to blue, red, green and purple strobing
stars. 5 shot pre finale with brocade crown to multi colored
stars finishing with 3 shots of angled brocade crackling.

THE DARKSIDE
Galactic gold brocades that linger in the dark sky with
purple, green and yellow tips. 3 shot finale with gleaming
green glitter and gold crackling.

THE LIGHT FORCE
Alternating red and blue pistols to crackle then gold
chrysanthemums with red and green color changing tips and
white glitter. 3 shot finale of cosmic white chrysanthemums
with crackle.

WEEKEND WARRIOR
Crackling yellow mines to huge symmetrical golden titanium
chrysanthemums with crackle centered with yellow and blue
dahlia’s.

UPROAR
Gigantic red, green, yellow, blue, and purple peonies with
impressive ear catching crackle.

HYPERNOVA
Massive gold willows with blue, green, teal, peach strobing
tips and unique pouring report effect. Ending with a 4 shot
finale of color tipped gold willows, crackle and pouring
reports that are out of this world!

RIPTIDE
Sizzling spider webs to shimmering blue, red and green
glittering stars with strobing tips ending with a 2 shot multi
colored star crackling finale.

STEEL RAIN
Perfectly paced red and blue mines up with silver comets to
alluring silver palms with red and blue stars. This patriotic
piece is glorious!

